Abstract. We propose a new procedure for proof by induction in conditionai theories where case analysis is simulated by term rewriting. This technique reduces considerably the number of variables of a conjecture to be considered for applying induction schemes. Our procedure is presented as a set of inference rules whose correctness has been formally proved. Moreover, when the axioms are ground convergent and the functions are completely defined, it is possible to apply the system for refuting conjectures. The procedure is even refutationally complete for conditional equations with Boolean preconditions over free constructors. The method is entirely implemented in the prover SPIKE. This system has solved interesting problems in a completely automatic way, that is, without interaction with the user and without ad hoc heuristics. It has also proved the challenging Gilbreath card trick, with only two easy lemmas.
Introduction
Formal methods are more and more frequently adopted by industry for hardware and software verification. They require efficient automatic tools to relieve designers and programmers of the related proof obligations. Mathematical induction is essential as a technique for building formal proofs in this context. Its power is expressed by the successes of Nqthm (Boyer and Moore, 1979) , which has been for many years the only significant automated theorem proving system for induction. However, Nqthm requires a lot of interaction with the user. For instance, many lemmas need to be given to Nqthm as milestones even for simple proof tasks.
Another direction for automating induction was proposed in the early eighties, the inductionless induction technique (Musser, 1980; Huet and Hullot, 1982; Kapur and Musser, 1987) whose principle is to simulate induction by term rewriting. This method is refutational and does not require human interaction. While very limited at the beginning, its domain of application has widened considerably, thanks to the contributions of Jouannaud and Kounalis (1986) , who relaxed the conditions on constructor symbols, and of Fribourg (1986) , who showed that only linear derivations were needed (see also (Bachmair, 1988) ). More recently, the method has been completely freed from the completion framework (Kounalis and Rusinowitch, 1990a; Reddy, 1990 ). It has now become possible to apply it to conditional equational theories (Kounalis and Rusinowitch, 1990b; Bouhoula et al., 1992a; Bouhoula, 1994) . Inductionless induction in our new setting reduces to, first, instantiating conjectures by induction schemes called test sets and, second, simplifying them by axioms, other conjectures or induction hypotheses. Every iteration generates new lemmas that are processed in the same way as the initial conjectt/res. The method does not require any hierarchy between the lemmas. They are all stored in a list and, using conjectures for mutual simplification, simulate simultaneous induction. The system SPIKE has been developed (Bouhoula et al., 1992b) on this principle and incorporates many optimizations such as powerful simplification techniques. To our knowledge, this system is the only one that can disprove nontrivial inductive theorems in conditional theories without any interaction.
However, computer experiments have convinced us of the necessity of introducing a proper rule to perform case reasoning. Case analysis is a fundamental reasoning technique. A typical instance of it is the cut rule, which consists in splitting a goal formula A along another formula C for generating two subgoals C ~ A and -~C ~ A. The main difficulty, recognized by logicians long ago, relies on the choice of the cut formula C. A natural solution when dealing with theories axiomatized by Horn clauses (or conditional equations) is to use the negative literals of the axioms as cut formulas. This approach is frequently used in the context of conditional rewrite systems when a conditional rule C ~ l ~ r may reduce a goal A to subgoals C ~ Air~l] (i.e., term l is replaced by r in A) and ~C ~ A.
The problem is now that one of the subgoals is not smaller than the initial goal and a lot of control is needed to avoid divergence of the process, since a similar case analysis can be applied again to -~C ~ A. This has motivated us to introduce a new case analysis rule that allows one to split a goal A into subgoals Ci ~ A [l~/r~] and ViCe. Since in the context of conditional rewrite systems all subgoals are strictly smaller than the initial goal, the search space is much more controlled. Related approaches were proposed independently by Bronsard and Reddy (1990) and Bevers (1993) . However, since their inference systems are unable to handle non-Horn clauses, they cannot prove the V~Ci formulas other than by external means. On the contrary, our proof technique applies to non-Horn clauses as well. The disjunction ViCi is added to the other conjectures and does not require particular treatment. Therefore, our setting is very homogeneous and permits one to extend our basic inference rules by various optimizations without losing correctness and completeness. In particular, we have a notion of inductive positions defining the subset of variables of a conjecture that can be instantiated by induction schemes, and we have proved that these positions are the only ones needed for completeness. The restriction of induction to these positions reduces dramatically the search space. The importance of such restrictions was recognized a long time ago by Boyer and Moore (1979) .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the basic definitions about term rewriting. In Section 3 we define the notions of inductive theory and inductive rewriting, which is a fundamental tool for proving inductive theorems. In Section 4 we define inductive positions and test sets. Section 5 presents our technique for simulating case reasoning by rewriting. This technique reduces considerably the number of inductive positions to be considered. The strategy can be embedded in a correct set of inference rules described in Section 6. When the axioms are ground convergent and the defined functions are completely defined over free constructors, it is possible to apply the system for refuting conjectures (Subsection 6.3) . In Section 7, the strategy is even proved refutationally complete for conditional equations with Boolean preconditions (under previous hypotheses). Some optimizations are given in Section 8, and a computer experiment with SPIKE is discussed in Section 9.
SPIKE has proved the challenging Gilbreath card trick. The proof is based on five (two, with H. Zhang's formulation) lemmas that are easy to understand. This example was treated by B. Boyer and H. Zhang. Unlike us, they require a lot of lemmas, some of them being nonobvious. In Appendix 1, we give a detailed account of SPIKE's proof.
Basic Concepts
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of rewrite systems. We introduce the essential terminology below and refer to (Dershowitz and Jouannaud, 1990 ) for more detailed presentations.
TERMS AND SUBSTITUTIONS
A many-sorted signature ~ is a pair (S, F), where S is a set of sorts and F is a finite set of function symbols. We assume that we have a partition of F in two subsets. The first one, C, contains the constructor symbols; the second, D, is the set of defined symbols.
Let X be a family of free-sorted variables, and let T(F, X) (resp. T(C, X)) be the set of well-sorted F-terms (C-terms). Vat(t) stands for the set of all variables appearing in t, and #(z, t) denotes the number of occurrences of the variable :c in ~. A variable :c in t is linear iff #(z, t) = 1. A term t is linear iff #(z, t) = 1 for all variables in Vat(t) . If Vat(t) is empty, then t is a ground term. By T(F) we denote the set of all ground terms. From now on, we assume that there exists at least one ground term of each sort. By T(F)8 we will denote the set of all ground terms of sort s.
For any term t, occ(t) C_ N* denotes its set of positions and the expression ~/zL denotes the subterm of t at a position ~. The root position is written e. We write t[s]u (resp. t [s] ) to indicate that s is the subterm of t at position u (resp. at some position). Also, let t(u) denote the symbol of t at position u. A position u in a term t is said to be a strict position if t(u) = f E F, a variable position if t(u) = ac E X and #(z, t) = 1, a nonlinear variable position if = x ~ x and #(x, t) > 1. We use sdom(t) to denote the set of strict positions in t. If u is a position, then ]u I (the length of the corresponding string) gives us its depth.
A N-substitution assigns E-terms of appropriate sorts to variables. Composition of substitutions o. and r/is written o.~. the N-term tr] obtained by applying a substitution r/to t is called an instance of t. If tr/is a ground term, we say that tr/is a ground instance of t.
CONDITIONAL EQUATIONS AND CLAUSES
Let N = (S,F) be a signature. A E-equation is a pair 8 = t, where s, t E T(F, X) are terms of the same sort. A conditional N-equation is either a N-equation or an expression of one of the following forms: (el A --. A en ~ e), or (el A.-. Aen ~), or (~), where e, el,...,en are E-equations. Here, el,...,e• are the conditions and e is the conclusion. A N-clause is an expression of the ' We shall sometimes write this form -let V ~e2 V ..-V ~e n V e~ V -.. V em.
n ' When N is clear expression in the following equivalent way:/~i=~ ei ~ vjrrz= 1 ej.
from the context, we omit the prefix E. We identify a conditional equation and its corresponding representation as a Horn clause. A clause is positive if -7 does not occur in it. Let cl and c2 be two clauses such that clcr is a subclause of e2 for some substitution o.. Then we say that cl subsumes c2. In this paper, axioms are built from conditional equations and goals to be proved are clauses (i.e., disjunctions of equational literals), since = is the only predicate.* The symbol -= is used for syntactic equality between two objects.
REWRITE RELATIONS

Preliminaries
Given a binary relation -% --+* denotes its reflexive and transitive closure. Let a and b be two terms. We write a + b if there exists c such that a --+* c and b --+* c. A relation --+ is noetherian if there is no infinite sequence tl --+ t2 --+ .... In the following, we suppose we are given a reduction ordering >-on the set of terms, that is, a transitive irreflexive relation that is noetherian, monotonic (s >-t implies w[s] >-wit], and stable (s >-t implies so. >-tcr). We also assume that the ordering >-can be extended consistently when adding new constants to the signature. The multiset extension of an ordering >-will be denoted by >>. Given a congruence relation ~ on terms that is stable (s ~ t implies so-~ to-) and * It is straightforward to extend the following results to signatures with predicates other than equality.
compatible with >-(s >-t, s ~ s', t ~ t ~ implies s ~ >-t'), we define > as >-U ~. We write s ~ t when s ~ t and t ~ s.
A conditional equation al = bl A ... A an = b~ ~ s = t will be written as ,alo.,blo.,...,a~o.,b,~o .} for all ground substitutions o.; in that case we say that al = bl A--• A a~ = bn ~ s ~ t is a conditional rule. The term s is the left-hand side of the rule. A set of conditional rules is a rewrite system.
Conditional Rewriting
The idea of rewriting is to impose a direction when using equations in proofs. This direction is indicated by an arrow when it is independent from the instantiation: I ~ r means that we can replace I by r in any context. When an instance of a conditional equation is orientable and has a valid conditional part, it can be applied as a rule. The conditions are checked recursively. Termination is ensured by requiring the conditions to be smaller (w.r.t. the reduction ordering >) than the conclusion. A term t is reducible w.r.t, to --+R if there is a term t * such that t --+R t~.
DEFINITION 1 (Conditional Rewriting
Otherwise we say t is R-irreducible. The system R will be defined as ground convergent if for all a, b in T(F)
Note that when R is a rewrite system, the relation --+R is similar to the notion of decreasing rewriting of Dershowitz et al. (1988) .
Completeness of Function Definitions
When for all possible arguments the result of a defined operator can be expressed with constructors only, we say that this operator is completely defined w.r.t, the constructors. This requirement is very natural when building specifications in a structured way (Guttag, 1978) . Here is a more formal definition. DEFINITION 2. Let R be a rewrite system, let C be a set of constructors, and let D be a set of defined operator. The operator f E D is completely defined w.r.t. C iff for all tl, . . . , t n in T(C), there exists t in T(C) such that f(ti,..., t,~) --+~ t.
Although this property is in general undecidable, our system SPIKE offers facilities to check and complete definitions (see Bouhoula, 1994) . The program builds a pattern tree for every defined operator f. The leaves of the tree give a partition of the possible arguments for f. Then if all the leaves are reducible, the answer is affirmative. If one of the leaves is not reducible, SPIKE suggests a new rule for completing the specification. This rule is not entirely determined; rather, a possible schema for it is proposed, namely, (condition, left-hand-side) .
Once the user has chosen the new rule, usually by simply giving its right-hand side, SPIKE replays the test.
Given a rewrite system R, we say that the constructor symbol c E C is a free constructor for R if c never occurs as the mot of a left-hand side of a rule in R.
Induction
INDUCTION THEORY
Given a set of Horn clauses Ax on the signature E, we recall that a Herbrand (or term-generated) model of Ax is a model of Ax whose domain is the set of ground, terms (axioms for equality are implicitly assumed to be valid, too). A formula'Y is a deductive theorem of Ax if it is valid in any model of Ax. This will be denoted by Ax ~ 5. Deductive theorems can be proved by refutation, by deriving a contradiction from -~.T A Ax. Usually -,9 c is transformed into a universal sentence H by introducing skolemfunctions. Hence the signature E has to be extended.
The theory of Ax, which is the one we are interested in, is the class of sentences that are true in the minimal Herbrand (or initial) model of Ax. For detailed definitions of initial models see, for instance (Padawitz, 1988) . Every element in the domain of a Herbrand model is denoted by a ground term built on the signature of Ax. But since ground terms can easily be well ordered, induction is available as a natural technique to prove sentences in these models. This is why we call the inductive theory of Ax the class of sentences that are valid in the minimal Herbrand model of Ace. DEFINITION 3. Let Ax be a set of Horn clauses on the signature E. A clause e is an inductive consequence of Ax if it is valid in the minimal Herbrand model of Ax. This will be denoted by Ax ~ind e.
The following proposition gives us a useful characterization of inductive consequences. For clauses validity in all Herbrand models differs, in general, from validity in the initial model. However, these two notions of validity coincide for unconditional equations (Padawitz, 1988 ).
INDUCTIVE REWRITING
To simplify goals, we extend the conditional rewriting relation of Definition 1 so that we can check the conditions of a rule to be applied to a clause C with inductive hypothesis, other conjectures, and the premisses of C, considered as an implication formula.
Let us first introduce some notation. 
m (~) .
The set W in the definition is intended to contain induction hypotheses in the proof system described below. Inductive rewriting can be viewed as a generalization of both the rewriting relation defined in (Kounalis and Rusinowitch, 1990b) and contextual rewriting (Zhang, 1993) . E X A M P L E 1. Consider the specification of lists of natural numbers with an "insert" operation and a "sorted" predicate on lists that is tree iff a list is ordered. We have C = {0, s, True, False, cons, N i l } and D = {~<, sorted, insert }. 0 <~ x --~ T r u e (1) s(x) <~ 0 --~ F a l s e (2) s(z) < s(y) x < y (3)
x <. y = False ~ sorted(cons(x, cons(y, z))) -~ False (6) x <~ y = True ~ sorted(cons(x, cons(y, z))) --+ sorted(cons(y, z)) (7) insert (x, Nil) -~ cons(x, Nil) (S) x <<. y = True ~ insert (x, cons(y, z) ) ~ cons (x, cons(y, z)) (9) x <<. y = False ~ insert(x, cons(v, ~)) -~ cons(y, insert(x, z))
Here is an example of a clause that is inductively rewritten by its own conditions: 
We consider the following conjectures (+ is defined as usual):
We show an example in which a clause is inductively rewritten with a conjecture from the initial set E0 (H0 the initial set of inductive hypothesis is empty): 
Selection of Induction Schemes
To perform a proof by induction, we must provide some induction schemes. In our framework these schemes are defined first by a function that, given a conjecture, selects the positions of variables where induction will be applied and second by a special set of terms called a test set. In general, the selection of good inductive positions leads to dramatic improvements.
Let us consider first the problem of choosing the positions where variables need to be instantiated by induction schemes. To define the set of these variables, we introduce VL(s), the set of linear variables of a term s and D e f ( f ) , the set of terms with root symbol f. DEFINITION 5. Given a rewrite system R on T(F, X ) the set of inductive positions for a function symbol f is Occ_ind(R, f ) = {u I there exists p 9 --~ d E _R such that g c D e f ( f ) , u E occ(9) \ {e} and 9 / u ~ VL(9)}.
A sort s is nullary if by definition T(C)s is a finite set (this property can easily be decided when the functions are completely defined over free constructors).
Given a term t and x a variable of t Of sort s, we say that x is an induction variable if s is nullary or x occurs at a position u. v of t such that v is an (Bouhoula et al., 1992a) . It is possible to compute test sets for equational theories (see Kounalis, 1990; Huber, 1991) . Unfortunately, no algorithm exists for the general case of conditional theories.
Here we give a simpler definition of test-sets that will be sufficient for our purpose (we take advantage of the separation of symbols between defined and constructor operators). DEFINITION 6 (Test set). If R is a set of conditional roles, then a test-set S(R) for R is a finite set of R-irreducible constructor terms that has the following properties:
a. for any R-irreducible ground term s there exists a term t in S(R) and a ground substitution o. such that to--s; b. any non-ground term in S(R) contains only variables of sort nonnullary, and they may occur only at depth greater than or equal to D(R).
DEFINITION 7. Let R be a set of conditional rules, let C be the clause Ai=I ai = bi ~ V?-i cj = dj, and let S(R) be a test-set for R. Consider 2-the set of maximal elements of {c~, di}, 1 <<. i <<. n w.r.t. -<. We say that a substitution o. is an S(R)-substitution if it maps every induction variable of {al, bl,.
•., an, b~}UZ to an element of S(R) of the same sort and whose variables have been renamed.
The clause Ca is a test instance of C.
The first property of test sets allows us to prove theorems by induction on the domain of irreducible terms rather than on the whole set of terms. Sets of terms with the property a. are usually called cover sets in the literature (Reddy, 1990; Zhang et al., 1988) . However, they cannot be used directly to refute theorems.
The second property b, of test sets is fundamental for this purpose. It ensures that when a test instance is not matched by any left-hand side of R, an inconsistency is revealed (under some additional conditions to be detailed later).
The properties of test sets that we shall need later on are listed in the next proposition. Since the variables xi are not of sort nullary, it is possible to build such a substitution by choosing the x i ¢ among the terms built from constructor symbols only. Assume now that t¢ contains an instance of a left-hand side g of a rule in R. Since any xi¢ is strongly R-irreducible, there is a strict position u in t such that f l u is an instance of g-Let v be a position of 9 such that 9Iv is a function symbol. Here t / u v is a function symbol, since t does not contain any induction variable. We consider two cases:
P R O P O S I T I O
® if R is left-linear and sdepth(R) < depth(R). Then lu] ~> depth(R).
* Assume that 9 is linear. We can define a substitution o-such that for every variable x that occurs at position w of g we have xcr =_-t,/uw. Such a substitution exists by linearity of g. We then have flu =_ gcr, which contradicts the assumption that t is strongly/7-irreducible.
*, Assume that g is nonlinear. Since t is not an instance of 9 (and t/uw =--g/w for every strict position w ofg), there exist two occurrences ~1 and u2 of a variable x in g such that t/UUl ~ t/uu2 and t¢/uut =--teuu2. It is easy to compute test-sets in the case in which all functions are completely defined over free constructors.
PROPOSITION 3. If all defined operators are completely defined over free constructors, then the set T of constructor terms (up to variable renaming) of depth ~ D(R) where nonnuIlary variables may occur only at depth D(R) is a test-set for R.
Proof. Since the defined operators are completely defined, any ground irreducible term is built only with constructors, and therefore is an instance of an element of T. The second property of the definition is trivially verified.
The role of test-sets for refutation is shown by the following definition that gives a falsity criteria for positive clause.
DEFINITION 8. Suppose that we are given a rewrite system R and a test set
S(R).
Then a clause C ---9~ = d~ V -.-V 9~ = d~ is quasi-inconsistent with respect to R if there is an S(R)-substitution cr of C such that for all 1 ~< j ~< n, 9jcr ~ djcr and the maximal elements of {gy, dja} wx.t. ~-are strongly R-iITeducible.
The next theorem is analogous to one from (Kounalis and Rusinowitch, 1990a) .
THEOREM 1. Let R be a ground convergent rewrite system with free constructors. If a positive clause C is quasi-inconsistent, then C is not an inductive consequence of R.
Proof It is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.
The following example was suggested by E. Kounalis. It shows that with test sets, we can easily refute false conjectures with variables. 
union(Na,~ons(x,1)) --+ ~ons(x,l) union(~ons(~, 1), ~ons(V, l') ) -~ cons(x, ~ons(V, union(l, l') ) )
R is ground convergent and S(R) = {Nil, cons(x,l),O,s(x)}. Consider the conjecture union(t, l') = union(Z', l).
Among the test instances, we have union(~ons(x, I), ~ons(y, l') ) : union(~ons(y, l'), ~ons(~, l) ), which simplifies to cons(x, cons(y, union(l, l'))) = cons(y, cons(z, union(l, l'))).
Among the test instances of this last conjecture we have
cons (x, cons(y, union(Nil, Nil) )) = cons (y, cons(x, union(Nil, Nil) )), which simplifies to
cons(x, xons(y, Nil)) = cons(y, cons(x, Nil)),
which is quasi-inconsistent (both members are distinct and R-irreducible and do not contain any induction variable). So union (I, l') = union(l', l) is not an inductive consequence of R.
Automatic Case Analysis
We now introduce the case rewriting relation that allows one to reduce goals with conditional rules without attempting to check their preconditions. The preconditions are appended to the goal as a context. Case rewriting can be viewed as an implementation of case analysis that is well adapted to the given conditional axioms. We have found this rule necessary for proving nontrivial conjectures with our automatic system. Moreover, it is the basis of a refutationally complete system for Boolean systems. In this section we first discuss the problems with a former definition of case rewriting. Then we propose a new definition of case rewriting that is easier to automate and has given much better results on experiments. A first version of case rewriting was proposed in (Kounalis and Rusinowitch, 1990b) .
Given a set of clauses S, a clause C, and a rewrite system R, we express this case rewriting by the following inference rule:
However, an important control problem with this technique lies in the choice of the rule to apply during the proof by induction. Thus can be illustrated by the next example. 
What can be proved is an inductive consequence of R. Clause 22 is equivalent
Note that the same case analysis can be applied infinitely often to Clause 24. A possible way to avoid divergence is to limit the application of the case rewriting rule. Case rewriting in (Kounalis and Rusinowitch, t990b ) is controlled by conditions for avoiding infinite applications of the same rule. However, even when adding these technical conditions the proof of Clause 24 diverges.
These problems motivated us to introduce a new case-rewriting technique that rewrites a term ~ simultaneously to several terms It,.
•., t~ each reduction being respectively valid in different contexts q , . . . , c,~. In other words, given a term b, we consider all the ways to rewrite it w.r.t, axioms and positions. We must then prove that the disjunction D P of the conditions of the applied rules is inductively valid. Note that D P is usually a non-Horn clause. Our approach to inductive proofs is nonhierarchical: we can prove D P by simply adding it to the set of conjectures to be further processed. In the following definition, C N F is a function that returns a conjunctive normal form of a universal formula. For instance, C N F ( P ( x ) A Q(x)) = {P(x), Q(x)}. DEFINITION 9 (Case rewriting). Let R be a rewrite system and C ~-(a = b) e V r be a clause. We define G as the set {< a[dc,]~, Pc, >; there exists P ~ 9 --+ d in R, a position u in a such that a / u = 9o-, 9(* is R-irreducible and does not contain an indnctive variable}. Then Case_rewriting ((a = b) e, r) is the following set of clauses:
Case rewriting can be applied with lemmas too. Note also that the conditions on 9cr in the definition of G are required only for the completeness of the procedure.
EXAMPLE 5 (Example 4 continued). With our method, the proof of Clause 17 is as follows: we apply case rewriting to get e v e n ( x ) = T r u e ~ e v e n ( s ( x ) ) = T r u e V F a l s e = F a l s e (25) even(x) = F a l s e ~ e v e n ( s ( x ) ) = T r u e V T r u e
We must prove 
Clause 25 is a tautology. Clause 26 is simplified by R to 
Instantiating x in Clause 28 by elements 0 and s(0) from the test set yields clauses that are simplified by R and subsumed by an axiom. The instance of x in Clause 28 by s ( s ( y ) ) gives a clause that is simplified by R and subsumed by Clause 28, which becomes an induction hypothesis. In the same way, Clause 27 can easily be proved.
EXAMPLE 6. Consider the system R:
To prove f ( z , y, z) = 0 with the method of (Kounalis and Rusinowitch, 1990a), we instantiate x,y and z by 0 and s(x') (from S(R)) in all possible ways.
We obtain eight equations, some of whose proofs diverges. With the method presented here, thanks to case rewriting, we do not need to consider all these inductive positions. We have Oce_ind(p) = {2} and Occ_ind(f) = (3. To prove f(x, y, z) = 0, we apply case rewriting to get p(y, x, z) = True ~ 0 = 0 and p(y, x, z) = True. The first clause is a tautology, and the second one is proved by instantiating x by 0 and s(xr).
Other authors have applied case-rewriting techniques for inductive theorem proving. Among them, Bronsard and Reddy (1990) and Bevers (1993) propose an approach related to ours, but their methods cannot be considered as automatic, since they cannot check the applicability of case-rewriting rules because their provers are restricted to Horn clauses. To conclude, our new case-rewriting rule avoids many drawbacks of the previously defined ones, and it allows one to prove a larger class of theorems.
A Proof Procedure for Conditional Theories
INFERENCE RULES
We present our procedure for proof by induction as a set of inference rules to be applied fairly to the goals. Let R be a rewrite system for the set of axioms Ax, we suppose that any defined function is completely defined. The procedure modifies incrementally two sets of clauses E and H , where E contains the conjectures to be checked and H contains clauses, previously in E, that have been reduced and can therefore be considered as inductive hypotheses. This procedure is refutational in essence and performs implicit induction w.r.t. >. Its correctness is obtained by very simple arguments about the existence of a minimal counterexample. We think that our correctness proof is much simpler than the related ones (Red@, 1990) . It is also easy for us to add many optimizations to the procedure and show that they do not affect correctness. The inference system for induction I contains the rules given in Figure 1 .
The generate rule allows one to derive lemmas and initiates induction steps.
The fact that the induction variables that have to be considered for building test instances are selected in the maximal members for positive literals of the clause is crucial for avoiding divergence in many cases. The case simplify rule simplifies a conjecture with conditional rules and adds to the result the contexts where the if~(b=b') CR, a=bVa=b'EEUHandbc~>b'cr.
delete: (E U {C}, H) ~-I (E, H)
if C is a tautology. 
fail: (E U {C}, H) F-, []
if for any (E', H'), (E, H) k-z (E', H') implies C E E'
CORRECTNESS OF THE PROCEDURE
The correctness of I is obtained by defining a well-founded ordering on clauses and a notion of fair derivation. Fairness roughly means that every clause in the set of conjectures will be eventually modified by some inference. Then we reason by contradiction: if a nonvalid clause is generated in a nonfailed derivation, then a minimal one is generated, too. We show that no inference step can apply to this clause. In other words, this clause persists in the derivation. This contradicts the fairness hypothesis. The well-founded ordering on clauses The correctness of a procedure based on our inference system relies on a fairness assumption: every conjecture to be checked must be considered at some step. More formally, a derivation (E0,/7o) k-i (El, HI) ~-I ... is fair if either it fails or it is infinite and the set of persisting clauses ([-J~>o ["] (t?,i, Hi) .
Proof. Let C' be a minimal element w.r.t. -% of the set {Da/D C IOi Ei such that there is a ground R-irreducible substitution cr such that R ~=i,~a Dcr}. C' exists, since R ~=ing E0 and -<~ is well-founded. Then, there exists a clause C E Ui E~ minimum w.r.t, subsumption ordering and a ground substitution cr that is irreducible by R such that C / = Ccr. Assume that C E Ej. Then there exists h >~ j such that the rule fail applies to (Ek,Hk) . It is sufficient to check that C cannot be simplified nor deleted, and that neither generate nor complement apply to C. As a consequence, fail applies because the clause C must not persist in the derivation by the fairness hypothesis. The detailed proof is found in Appendix 2.
The next theorem is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 2.. Since every I-derivation from (E, 0) to (0, H), where H is some set of clauses, is fair, the conjectures of E are inductive consequence of R. This remark is important from a practical point of view. Note also that E0 is valid even when the derivation is infinite.
THEOREM 2 (correctness
REFUTATION OF CONJECTURES
From now on, we assume that R is a ground convergent rewrite system Such that all its defined symbols are completely defined over free constructors. Moreover, if the defined function g appears in a left-hand side of a conditional rule, then every rule that contains 9 in its left-hand side is linear. Let us call J the set of inference rules obtained by adding to I the rule:
If disproof is applied, then a quasi-inconsistent clause is detected. Therefore, from Theorem 1, we can conclude that some conjecture is false.
be a J-derivation. If there is a l~ such that disproof applies to (E~, Hk), then R ~¢~d Ek.
If at step k, we find that JR ~=i~d Ek, we can conclude that E0 is also not valid in JR. This is a consequence of the next result. Since we assume (from Section 6.3) that any defined function is completely defined, for any function p with Boolean values, the following is inductively valid:
Therefore, the following propositions are also valid and can be used to eliminate negations:
We can then define a new inference system K from I by reformulating complement as follows:
J and replacing the fhil rule by
implies C E E ~.
/
A K-derivation fails if it ends with disproof. The inference system K allows to refute false conjectures, thanks to the following results.
LEMMA 4. Let C =-(a = b) c V r. If a contains a defined symbol, then generate can be applied to (E U {C}, H).
Proof. Let C --= (a = b)eVr, and let o-be an S(R)-substitution of C. The term a contains a term s of the form f (tl,..., in) , where f is a defined symbol and for all i, t~. is in T(C, X). The term so-matches a left-hand side of R; otherwise there exists a substitution "7-such that so-'r is ground and strongly irreducible by R, by using clause b. of Proposition 2. This leads to a contradiction, since we have assumed that f is completely defined. On the other hand, o-is an S(R)-substitution of C; therefore, scr does not contain an inductive variable. Thus, either some inductive rewriting or some case rewriting can be applied to Ccr, and therefore generate can be applied to C. This ends the proof of L e m m a 4.
If disproof is applied in a K-derivation, then there exists a Boolean clause C such that generate cannot be applied to C. Therefore there exists an S(R)-substitution cr such that Ccr is not a tautology. Moreover, by Lemma 4, C a cannot contain a defined symbol. Hence, it contains only constructor symbols. Therefore, since constructors are free by hypothesis, it is strongly JR-irreducible. As a consequence, C is a quasi-inconsistent clause.
Note now that the only rule that permits one to introduce negative clauses is case_rewriting. Let us assume that E0 only contains Boolean clauses. Since the axioms have Boolean preconditions, all the clauses generated in a K-derivation are Boolean. So the new inference system K can be proved refutationally complete for Boolean clauses as well.
THEOREM 4. Let JR be a ground-convergent Boolean rewrite system such that every defined symbol is completely defined over free constructors, and let (Eo, (~) ~-K ( E l , H I ) ~-K ... be a fair K-derivation such that Eo only contains Boolean clauses. Moreover, if the defined function g appears in a left-hand side of a conditional rule, then every rule that contains g in its left-hand side is linear. Then R ~=~d EO iff the derivation fails.
Optimization
In this section, we enhance our inference system d by new simplification rules to handle nonorientable equations and to gain efficiency. In particular, we allow under some conditions a term s to be rewritten to another one that is not comparable with s. For this purpose we define a new rewrite relation that we call relaxed inductive rewriting. (E U (f(s) = f(t) V r}, H) ~-N (E U (Ui(si = ti V r}i), H) if f is a flee constructor.
{a[scr]u } >>
left simplify of constructors:
if f is a free constructor.
subsumption: (E U {C}, H.) ~-N (E, H)
if C is subsumed by another clause of R U H U E.
and replacing the simplify rule by
simplify: (E U {(a = b) ~ V r}, H) ~-lv (E U {(a t = b) ~ V r}, H) if a "~R[HuEI;~ a' or a[s]~ --+HUE[r~I;~ a' --a[t]~, u 7/= e and a' = b -% a = b.
Simplify makes it possible to simplify nonorientable equations derived in H or E, such as commutativity, when standard inductive rewriting fails. Left simplification of constructors and right simplification of constructors take advantage of the fact that constructors are free to decompose terms. Subsumption delete clauses C subsumed by an element of R or H U (E \ {C}).
Note that Lemma 2 remains true when we replace I-derivations by N-derivations. Therefore Theorem 2 is valid, and the inference system N is correct with the extra assumption that R is ground convergent. This last hypothesis is required for soundness of the left simplify of constructors rule. Refutational completeness is also preserved for Boolean systems. The detailed proof can be found in Appendix 2.
Computer Experiments
Our prototype SPIKE (written in Caml Light) is designed to prove the validity of a set of clauses in a conditional theory. The first step in a proof session is to check whether all defined functions are completely defined. If this step is successful, we can use a more efficient version of the case-rewriting rule. The second step is to check the ground convergence of the set of axioms. If the first two steps are successful, we can refute false conjectures. The third step s to compute test sets and inductive positions. After these preliminary tasks, the proof starts. 
E0 = { s o r t e d ( i n s e r t ( x l , x 2 ) ) = s o r t e d ( x 2 ) } H0= {}
Application of generate on: sorted(insert(xl,x2)) = sorted(x2) : I) True = sorted(Nil); 2) xl <= 0 = True => sorted(Cons(xl,Cons(0,Nil))) = sorted(Cons(0,Nil)); 3) xl <= 0 = False => sorted(Cons(O, insert(xl,Nill))) = sorted(Cons(0, Nil)); 4) xl <-S(x2) --True --> sorted(Cons(xl,Cons(S(x2),Nil))) = sort ed(Cons(S(x2),Nil)); 5) xl <= S(x2) = False --> sorted(Cons(S(x2),insert(xl,Nil))) = sort ed(Cons(S(x2),Nil)); 6) xl <= 0 = True => sorted(Cons(xl,Cons(0,Cons(x2,x3)))) = sorted(Cons(0, Cons(x2, x3))); 7)
xl <= 0 = False --> sorted(Cons(0,insert(xl,Cons(x2,x3)))) = sorted(Cons (0, Cons(x2, x3))); 8) xl <= S(x2) = True => sorted(Cons(xl,Cons(S(x2),Cons(x3,x4))) = sorted(Cons(S(x2), Cons(x3, x4))); 9) xl <= S(x2) = False => sorted(Cons(S(x2), insert (xl, Cons(x3, x4)))) -sort ed(Cons (S (x2), Cons (x3, x4))) Delete xl <= S(x2) --True --> sorted(Cons(xl,Cons(S(x2), Cons(x3,x4)))) = sorted(Cons(S(x2), Cons(x3, x4))) it is subsumed by: xl <= x2 = True => sorted(Cons(xl,Cons(x2,x3))) = sorted(Cons(x2,x3)) of R El7 = {xl <= S(x2) --True, S(x2) <=xl=True; xl <= 0 --True, sorted(Cons(x2, insert(xl,x3))) = sorted(Cons(x2,x3)), xl <= x2 = True; xl <= S(x2) = True, sorted(Cens(S(x2), Cons(x3, insert (xl, x4)))) = sorted(Cons(S(x2),Cens(x3,x4))), xl < x3 = True; xl <= S(x2) = True, xl < x3 = False, sorted(Cons(x3,x4)) = sorted(Cons(S(x2), Cons(x3, x4))), S(x2) <= xl = False} H17 = {sorted(insert(xl,x2) = sorted(x2)} Application of case rewriting using R on:
xl <=S(x2)=True, xl <=x3=True, sort ed(Cons (S(x2),Cons (x3, insert (xl,x4)))) : sorted(Cons(S(x2), Cons(x3, x4))); l) S(x2)<=x3:False=>xl<=S(x2)=True, xl<=x3:True, sorted(Cons(S(x2), Cons(x3, insert(xl, x4)))) : False;
2) S(x2) <=x3=True=>xl <=S(x2)=True, xl <:x3=True, sort ed(Cons (S(x2), Cons(x3, insert (x 1, x4))))
: sorted(Cons(x3,x4))
Simplification of: S(x2)<=x3=True=>xl <=S(x2)=True, xl<=x3=True, sorted(Cons(S(x2), Cons(x3, insert(xl, x4)))) = sorted(Cons(x3, x4)) by R[H20 U E20];r:
xl <= S(x2) = True, S(x2) <= x3 = False, xl <= x3 = True, sorted(Cons(x3,insert(xl,x4))) = sorted(Cons(x3,x4))
The initial conjectures are inductive consequences of R
The following sublemmas have been generated automatically during the proof and have played a role in it:
{xl<=x2=True, S(xl)<=x3=False, x2<=xl=False, S(x2)<=x3=True; xl<=x2:False, x3<=S(xl)=False, x3<=S(x2)=True, S(xl)<=x3=True; sorted(Cons(xl,insert(S(S(x2)),x3)))=sorted(Cons(xl,x3)),
S(S(x2))<=xl=True;
sorted(Cons(xl,insert(S(0) ,x2)))=sorted(Cons(xl,x2)), S(0)<=xl=True; xl<=x2=True, x2<=xl=True; xl<:S(x2):True, xl<=x3=False, S(x2)<:xl=False, sorted(Cons(x3,x4))=False, S(x2)<=x3=True; xl<=S(x2)=True, xl<=x3=True, sorted(Cons(x3,insert(xl,x4))) =sorted(Cons(x3,x4)), S(x2)<=x3:False; xl<=0=True, sorted(Cons(x2,insert(xl,x3)))=sorted (Cons(x2, x3 xl<=x2=True; xl<=S(x2)=True, S(x2)<=xl=True; sorted(insert(xl,x2)):sorted(x2)}
Conclusion
We have proposed a new procedure for proof by induction in conditional theories. Our procedure relies on the implicit induction paradigm and emphasizes simplification and case analysis. Like our previous procedure (Bouhoula et al., 1992a) , it allows simplification of conjectures by conjectures and has been extended to handle nonorientable equations. It can also refute nonvalid conjectures. Moreover, the strategy is refutationally complete for a class of rewrite systems that can specify numerous interesting examples. This class contains the Boolean ground convergent rewrite systems with completely defined functions over free constructors. In other words, with our procedure every false conjecture will be disproved in finite time. Note that our correctness and completeness proofs do not require an elaborated notion of fairness.
We plan to enhance the system with generalization techniques for suggesting lemmas, such as the one proposed in (Basin and Walsh, 1993) , since for many examples the "Generate" rule is not sufficient for deriving the lemmas needed for achieving a goal. The format of implicit induction is not user-friendly. Therefore, some effort should be devoted to the translation of proofs to explicit formats that can be understood more easily by a standard user. An extension to theories that are presented by first-order equational clauses (see Wirth and Gramlich, 1994) should also follow easily from our work. An interactive proof of Gilbreath cards trick was first given by G. Huet (1991) using the COQ proof assistant. R. Boyer has used NQTHM to derive another proof. A similar but much faster proof was obtained by H. Zhang with RRL. These two automatized proofs require many lemmas, some of them being nonobvious. For instance, Boyer introduces a predicate "silly" that is "only defined to force a certain weird induction" (here we quote Boyer). The same predicate appears in Zhang's experiment. On the other hand, our proof is based on five lemmas that are easy to understand. These lemmas have been suggested by a first unsuccessful proof attempt with SPIKE. The source of failure was identified by the impossibility of reducing a family of patterns. Hence we introduced the adequate lemmas for simplifying them. This step was enough to derive a proof. Note that if we use the same formulation as H. Zhang, our system needs only two lemmas to prove the Gilbreath cards trick (see Section D).
The proof has taken more CPU time than that of Boyer (and Zhang) . However, it is difficult to compare these approaches from the efficiency point of view, since we have spent very little time to get the right lemmas. On the other hand, the differences between programming languages lead also to some discrepancy in the performance.
The following array compare user inputs for the proof of Gilbreath card trick with Nqthm, RRL, and SPIKE: In chronological order we have Nqthm, first column of RRL, first column of SPIKE, second column of RRL (corresponding, to more recent experiments obtained after modification of the code of RRL) and second column of SPIKE (corresponding to the same formulation as RRL).
B. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM IN SPIKE
In this section, we define in SPIKE various predicates and functions to formulate the Gilbreath card trick. There are two kind of cards: R = red and t3 = black. (Cons(x l, Cons(x2, x) ) ) = alter (Cons(x2, x) ) paired(xl, x2) = False ~ alter ( Cons(xl, Cons(x2, x) ) ) = False [shuffle: list × list × list --+ bool] shuffle (x, y, z) = true iff z is a merge of x and y.
shuffle (Null, Null, Null) = True %% shuffle(x, Null, z) tee (x = z) shuffle (Null, Null, Cons(x3, y3) shuffle (y l, Cons(x2, y2) , Null) = False paired(x2, x3) = True ~ shuffle (Null, Cons(x2, y2) , Cons(x3, y3)) = False paired(x2, x3) = False ~ shuffle (Null, Cons(x2, y2) , Cons(x3, y3)) = shuffle (Null, y2, y3) %% shuffle (Cons(xl, yl) , Cons(x2, y2) , Cons(x3, y3)) 4=> %% ((xl = x3) and shuffle (yl, Cons(x2, y2), y3) or ((x2 = x3) and shuffle (Cons(xl, yl) alter (append(u, v) ) = True, even(append(u, v) 
) = True, opposite(u, v) = T r u e , s h u f f l e ( u , v, ~,) -T r u e ~ p a~r e d l i s t ( w ) = T r u e .
On the other hand, if x and y start with cards of same color, then the result of moving the top card of z to the end of z satisfies "pairedlist":
alter ( 
C. PROPERTIES OF THE SPECIFICATION
C. 1. Checking the Completeness of the Specification
SPIKE checks automatically to see whether an operator f in a specification is completely defined. The program builds a pattern tree for f. The leaves of the tree give a partition of the possible arguments for f. Then if all the leaves are reducible, the answer is affirmative. The test is successful on our axioms.
C.2. Checking the Ground Convergence of the Specification
Convergent systems of equations have the property that two terms are equal if and only if they simplify to identical ones. To get convergence, SPIKE uses the saturation technique (Kounalis and Rusinowitch, 1987) , which is a natural extension of Knuth and Bendix to conditional theories. This technique is based on a set of inference rules which is refutationally complete for first-order logic with equality. The test is successful on our axioms. The initial axioms are already ground convergent.
C.3. Computing Test Sets for R
Test sets are special induction schemes that ensure that any false Boolean conjecture will be detected in finite time, given a convergent specification with completely defined functions. The output of the SPIKE procedure that computes test sets is Cor, s(x, NulO, Cons(x, Cons(v, ) }.
C.4. Computing Inductive Positions of Functions
In order to prove a theorem, it is sufficient to apply induction schemes to variables that occur only at special positions in a term f(xl, (xl, cons(x2, x3) ) is even iff x3 is even. even(xl) : False :> even(append(xl,Cons(x2,x3))) : even(x3). Cons(xl, append(yl, y2) ) is a list of cards whose colors do not alternate either.
LEMMA 2. Let xl and x2 be two lists of cards. If xl is odd, then append
LEMMA 3. If Cons(xl,yl) is a list of cards whose colors do not alternate, then
alter(Cons(xl,x2)) : False :> alter(Cons(xl,append(x2,x3))) : False. (x1, append(y1, y2) ) alternate iff Cons (neg(xl ), y2) alternate.
LEMMA 4. If Cons (x 1, y 1) is a list of cards whose colors alternate and y 1 is of odd length, then Cons
alter(Cons(xl,x2)) =True: even(x2) :False :> alter(Cons(xl, append(x2, x3)))
: alter(Cons(neg(xl):x3)). Cons(xl, append(yl, y2) ) alternate iff Cons(xl, y2) alternate.
LEMMA 5. If Cons(xl, yl) is a list of cards whose colors alternate and yl is of even length, then
alter(Cons(xl,x2)) :True, even(x2) :True :> alter(Cons(xl, append(x2, x3))) : alter (Cons(xl~x3) ).
Remark. If we formulate the problem as does Hantao Zhang in RRL, that is, with the help of a conditional function "cond", then two lemmas are sufficient for SPIKE to prove Gilbreath card trick, namely, i. even(append(xl, Cons(x2, x3))) : : cond(even(xl) : True, even(Cons (x2, x3)), even(x3)) 2. alter(Cons(xl~append(x2~x3))) ----: cond(alter(Cons(xl~x2)) : False~ False~ cond(even(x2)----True~ alter(Cons(xl~x3))~ al ter(Cons (neg(xl),x3)))).
Proof of Lemmas. During a preliminary attempt of a proof, we noticed that the pattern
even (append(xl, Cons(x2, x3) )) was a cause of divergence. This motivated us to introduce Lemmas 1 and 2. They allow to replace even(append(xl, Cons(x2, x3))) by even(Cons(x2, x3)) if xl is even, and even(x3) if xl is odd. In the same way, we eliminate alter(Cons(x 1, append(x2, x3))) thanks to Lemmas 3, 4, and 5. The five lemmas are proved in a single run. Below, we show partial transcripts of the proof session: EO : {alter(cons(xl, x2) ) =True, even(x2) = False :> alter(Cons(xl, append(x2, x3))): alter(Cons(neg(xl)~x3)); alter(cons(xl,x2)) :True, even(x2) =True :> alter(Cons (xl~append(x2,x3) )) ----alter(Cons(xl,x3)); alter(cons(xl,x2)) : False :> alter(Cons(xl,append(x2,x3))) : False; even(xl) : True :> even(append(xl~ Cons(x2, x3))) : even(Cons(x2,x3)); even(xl) : Fal s e => even(append(xl, Cons (x2~ x3))) : even(x3) } Since in our framework an atom is considered to be simpler than its negation, we simplify clauses into positive ones.
alter(Cons(xl,x2)) :True, even(x2) :False :> alter(Cons(xl, append(x2, x3))) : alter(Cons(neg(xl), x3)) a l t e r ( C o n s ( x l , a p p e n d ( x 2 , x3))) : a l t e r ( C o n s ( n e g ( x l ) , x3)), alter(Cons(xl,x2)) =False, even ( 4) alter (Cons(xl, Cons(B, Cons(B, x2) ))) = False, even(Cons(B, Cons(B,x2))) : False, alter (Cons (xl, Cons(B, Cons(B, append(x2, x3) )))) : alter(Cons(xl, x3)); 5) alter(Cons(xl,Cons(B: Cons(R, x2)))) ----False~ even(Cons(B~ Cons(R, x2))) : False, alter(Cons(xl, Cons(B, Cons(R, append(x2, x3)))))
: alter(Cons(xl,x3)); 6) alter(Cons(xl,Cons(R, Cons(B, x2)))) : False, even(Cons(R, Cons(B, x2))) : False~ alter (Cons(xl, Cons(R, Cons(B, append(x2, x3) )))) : alter(Cons(xl,x3)); 7) alter(Cons(x1,Cons(R, Cons(R, x2)))) : False, even(Cons(R, Cons(R, x2))) = False, alter (Cons (xl, Cons (R, Cons(R, append(x2, x3) )))) = alter(Cons(xl,x3))
The proof of alter ( Oons(xl, Cons(B, Cons(B, x2) ))) : False, even(x2) : False, al ter( Cons( x l , Cons(B, Cons(B, avpend( x2, x3 ) ) ) ) ) = alter ( Cons( x l , x3)) is done by a case analysis on whether paired ( The following sublemmas have been generated automatically during the proof and have played a role in it:
{even(append(xl,Cons(x2,x3))) : even(x3), even(xl) :True; alter (Cons(xl, append(xi, x3) )) = False, alter(Cons(xl,xi)) =True; even(append(xl~ Cons(xi, x3))) : even(Cons(x2, x3)), even(xl) : False; alter(Cons(B, xl))-----False~ even(xl) :True, alter(Cons(B, append(xl, xi))) : alter(Cons(R, xi)); alter(Cons(R, xl)) :False, even(xl) =True, alter(Cons(R, append(xl, x2))) : alter(Cons(B, x2)); alter (Cons(xl, append(x2, x3) alter (Cons(B, append(x 1, Cons(B, Cons(B, x2) )))).
Several clauses are generated by this inference step. Some of them are shown below: Hence let us assume that C EEi and (Ej, Hi) I-N (Ej+z, Hi+l) by some rule applied to C. We discuss now the situation according to which rule is applied. In every case we shall derive a contradiction. To simplify the notation, we write E for Ej and H for Hi.
Since o" is a ground substitution that is irreducible by R, there exists a test substitution o'0 of C and a ground substitution 0 such that o" = o'00. Before proving the lemma we show the following claim:
Claim 1
' where r is the subclause of C " On the other side R ~i~d ei = ei.
In the same vein we have R ~ind b~-= c i .
From the previous results we deduce that for all i, R ~i~d a~-= b~-.
Since We show now that whatever rule is applied to C, we obtain a contradiction. generate: There are two cases:
A. generate applies to C -= ~(a~ = b~) V r. Note that Co. cannot be a tautology. Deletion of a trivial clause. Since R ~i~d Co-, C is not a tautology and this rule need not be considered.
Subsumption. Since R ~i~d Co., C cannot be subsumed by an axiom from R.
If there is C E H U (E \ {C}) such that C = Cq-V r, we have JR ~=ind CtTo.
SO r = (3 and 7-is the identity since C is minimal in ~ w.r.t, the subsumption ordering. As a consequence C' ~ (E \ {C}). Assume that C E H. Hence generate has been applied to C . Therefore, generate can be also applied to C in contradiction with a previous case. 
a ,>0
Let us show that for all i R ~i~d a~'c = b~-. We first prove that a~-~-~RuH~uEj:~0 e/' implies R ~ind a~-= e i' by induction on a~-w.r. Assume that there exists a ground R-irreducible substitution ~-such that R ~:~nd P1Ai T V • '' V PlAlq-and consider a term t --8ioAio such that no proper subterm of t matches the left-hand side of a rule (just take for t a subterm ak occurring at a maximal occurrence ui w.r.t, length). The term t-r is irreducible at the root since R ~:ine P1Al"r V ... V PIAvr. Assume otherwise that there exists a rule r E R -R ~ with left-hand side 9 that applies to t~-and t~-= g o-. Note that every nonvariable position of g is a nonvariable position of t, since t does not contain induction variables. In particular t is not an instance of 9. Since g is linear, we can define a substitution by p(x) = t/w for every variable x that occurs at some position w of 9. We have then t = 9P, in contradiction with the assumption that R ~ contains all the rules whose left-hand side matches t. Complement. Assume that complement applied to C =-~(akO = bkO) V r gives C p -akO = b~O V r. Let us show R ~i~d C. By contradiction assume that CV~ -is a ground instance of C ~ such that R ~i~d C-r. We can also assume that C~-is ground without loss of generality. Then R ~i~d r~-and R ~=md akO'r = b~O'r. But we also have ak = bk V ak = b ~ E E U H. Therefore, R ~ind ak = bk V ak = b ~, and it follows that R ~d akO~-= bkO~-. This implies that R ~ind C'r, which is absurd.
